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1. Introduction

2.Case report

Tuberous sclerosis (TS) is a rare multisystem genetic disease 

that causes non-malignant tubers to grow in the brain and in other 

vital organs such as kidneys, heart, eyes, lungs and skin.

The disease is named after a tuber or a root shaped growth in 

the brain, first described by Bournville in 1880; the cortical 

manifestations may sometimes still be known by the eponym 

Bournville's disease. It has a birth incidence of 1 in 11000[1,2] and 

is characterised by a triad of epilepsy, mental retardation and 

adenoma sebaceum. Although, a diagnostic triad has been 

described, it is not consistently present in all cases. Many cutaneous 

features have been described in the description of the disease 

including shagreen patches, white leafy macules and periungual 

plaques. Other cutaneous manifestations include fibromatous 

plaques, pedunculated fibromas and poliosis[3].In this article, we 

present a similar case having multiple skin manifestations along 

with the classical triad of Vogt.

A 22 year old male patient presented to emergency department 

with the complain of generalised tonic clonic convulsions since 5 

months and altered sensorium lasting for 1 to 2 minutes since last 3 

days. On eliciting the past history, he had similar episodes of 

convulsions at the age of 5 years, for which he was treated with 

phenytoin sodium per oral. The treatment with antiepileptic was 

discontinued after seizure free interval of 5 years. He was not 

investigated for the cause of convulsions at that time. He remained 

ictal free since then, till before 5 months. The patient was school 

drop-out as he was having learning disability and was thought to 

have mental retardation. He was not investigated nor treated for 

the same. On further inquiring, his mother also had adenoma 

sebaceum over the face. The patient's brother was found to be 

healthy and disease free.

General examination showed presence of adenoma sebaceum 

over the face (Fig: 1). He also had shagreen patches over the 

umbilicus (Fig: 2), ash-leaf hypomelanotic spots (Fig: 3) over the 

flank and subungual fibroma (Fig: 4). Systemic examination 

including neurological and fundus was normal. All baseline 

investigations including haemogram, blood sugar, urine 

examination, liver function, serum creatinine, serum electrolytes 

and chest x-ray were normal. Magnetic resonance of brain was 

performed in view of convulsions which showed multiple cortical 

tubers & subependymal nodules (Fig: 5)

Patient was diagnosed as having tuberous sclerosis on the 

basis of classical triad of Vogt, having epilepsy, mental retardation 

and adenoma sebaceum. Along with these classical clinical 

features, patient also had many skin lesions described in Tuberous 

Sclerosis Complex (TSC) like shagreen patches, ash-leaf 

hypomelanotic patches, subungual fibroma and cortical tubers on 

MRI brain. He was started on phenytoin sodium and sodium 

valproate was added to it later on. The seizures were controlled 

and the patient and the relatives were counselled for the chronic 

course of the disease and need for regular treatment and long term 

follow up. The patient was discharged and is under regular follow 

up.

Tuberous sclerosis (TS) is an autosomal dominant neurocutaneous disorder characterised by a 

triad of epilepsy, mental retardation and adenoma sebaceum with multisystem involvement. 

We report a case of young male presented with uncontrolled seizures after a symptom free 

interval of almost 15 years. We report this case of TS for its uniqueness of having almost all 

known skin manifestations associated with TS.
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Fig 1: Adenoma sebaceum Fig 4: Non traumatic periungual fibroma

Fig 5: Cortical tubers & subependymal nodules

Fig 6: Genetic inheritance of Tuberous Sclerosis
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   Fig: 2  Shagreen patch

Fig 3: Ash leaf hypomelanotic patches
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Fig 7: Revised diagnosis criteria for Tuberous Sclerosis 

Complex (TSC)

Revised Diagnostic Criteria for Tuberous Sclerosis Complex 

(TSC) (Fig 7)

There are no pathognomonic clinical signs for tuberous 

sclerosis. A combination of signs, classified as major or minor is 

required in order to establish a clinical diagnosis. The diagnostic 

criteria for tuberous sclerosis complex (TSC) were revised at the 

Tuberous Sclerosis Complex Consensus Conference, July 1998[6].

Our patient had 5 major (facial angiofibroma, nontraumatic 

periungual fibroma, hypomelanotic macules, shagreen patches, 

cortical tubers) and two minor (pits in dental enamel, confetti skin 

lesions) features; which confirms the diagnosis of definite TS. 

Various cutaneous manifestations observed in TS are facial 

angiofibromas or forehead plaque, nontraumatic ungual or 

periungual fibroma, hypomelanotic macules, shagreen patch, 

multiple randomly distributed pits in dental enamel, confetti skin 

lesions. Our patient had all of them. Classic intracranial 

manifestations of tuberous sclerosis include subependymal 

nodules and cortical/subcortical tubers [7]. In our case, multiple 

cortical tubers and subependymal calcified nodules were found on 

magnetic resonance of brain which was the cause of seizures. 

About 50% of people with TSC have learning difficulties ranging 

from mild to significant.8 Our patient also had learning deficits 

and because of that he had to left the studies. Due to wide variety of 

mutations leading to TSC, there are neither simple genetic tests 

nor any biochemical marker available to diagnose the disease 

complex earlier. However, once a person has been clinically 

diagnosed the genetic mutation can be used only for prenatal 

diagnosis of TSC in next generation.

So, the investigations and management of these patients has to 

be coordinated between multiple specialities with periodic 

imaging assessments including brain imaging studies, looking for 

n e u r o c u t a n e o u s  m a r k e r s ,  o p h t h a l m i c  e va l u a t i o n ,  

electrocardiography, echocardiography, ultrasound and 

developmental delay in milestones should be kept in mind if any. 

No specific medication for TSC is available till date, all the more the 

patients are treated symptomatically. Majority of them require 

medications to control the symptoms e.g. anti-epileptics for 

seizure control as in our case.

The prognosis of TSC individuals depends on the severity of 

symptoms. Those with mild symptoms generally live long 

productive lives, while patients with the more severe form may 

have serious disabilities. Our patient had mental retardation and 

seizures with various skin manifestations. With regular anti-

epileptic drug treatment and regular neurocutaneous assessment, 

the patient can look forward to normal life expectancy.

Tuberous sclerosis is an autosomal dominant condition (Fig: 

6) results from mutation in one of the genes TSC1 on chromosome 

9q34 and TSC2 on chromosome 16p13, that encode distinct 

proteins, hamartin and tuberin respectively [4,5].In most cases, it 

is due to mutation of these genes, hence positive family history 

may not be present in all cases but disease might be carried to next 

generation. In our case, the mother has multiple skin lesions over 

the face, whose description was suggestive of adenoma sebaceum 

over the face. Unfortunately we could not examine her as she did 

not accompany the patient. The twin brother was asymptomatic. 

So, in our patient, it might be inherited as autosomal dominant 

lesion in one of the siblings or it might be spontaneous mutation. 

3.Discussion
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4.Conclusion

5.References

The article also highlights the importance of clinical criteria 

for the diagnosis of TS as they provide a fast, inexpensive and 

universal standard in view of absence of definitive diagnostic 

investigations. It is also important to know that even though the 

disease does not have a cure, symptoms can be treated 

symptomatically. Hence, awareness regarding different skin 

manifestations and various organ involvement of TS is very 

important. 
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